Identification of mechanoafferent neurons in terrestrial snail: response properties and synaptic connections.
In this study, we describe the putative mechanosensory neurons, which are involved in the control of avoidance behavior of the terrestrial snail Helix lucorum. These neurons, which were termed pleural ventrolateral (PlVL) neurons, mediated part of the withdrawal response of the animal via activation of the withdrawal interneurons. Between 15 and 30 pleural mechanosensory neurons were located on the ventrolateral side of each pleural ganglion. Intracellular injection of neurobiotin revealed that all PlVL neurons sent their axons into the skin nerves. The PlVL neurons had no spontaneous spike activity or fast synaptic potentials. In the reduced "CNS-foot" preparations, mechanical stimulation of the skin covering the dorsal surface of the foot elicited spikes in the PlVL neurons without any noticeable prepotential activity. Mechanical stimulus-induced action potentials in these cells persisted in the presence of high-Mg(2+)/zero-Ca(2+) saline. Each neuron had oval-shaped receptive field 5-20 mm in length located on the dorsal surface of the foot. Partial overlapping of the receptive fields of different neurons was observed. Intracellular stimulation of the PlVL neurons produced excitatory inputs to the parietal and pleural withdrawal interneurons, which are known to control avoidance behavior. The excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) in the withdrawal interneurons were induced in 1:1 ratio to the PlVL neuron spikes, and spike-EPSP latency was short and highly stable. These EPSPs also persisted in the high-Mg(2+)/high-Ca(2+) saline, suggesting monosynaptic connections. All these data suggest that PlVL cells were the primary mechanosensory neurons.